In the style of

Angu Walters
Let’s recreate our own Nature Arts
and Crafts workshop like we saw in
the Project Preview.
Focus animals: Nigerian-Cameroon
chimpanzee, Drill & African forest
elephant
Threat: Illegal Wildlife Trade
Art activity: A very special step by
step guide has been created for you
to produce a masterpiece in the style
of Angu Walters.

Angu is a famous artist
from Cameroon who loves
bright colours, abstract
shapes and pattern making.

1.

First of all, you’ll need to print out a template of one of the
three Lebialem Life animals threatened by IWT. You’ll find these
at the end of the instructions.
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2.
•
•
•

Print out ready!
Draw 6 circles on the page
Some on top of the animal
Some in the blank space around the
animal

3. Draw some lines across the page
•
•
•

Make sure these do not go over the
animal
They can go through the circles, in
fact it looks good if some do!
They don’t all have to stretch from
one side of the page to the other

4.
•
•

•

Draw lines DOWN the page
Again, don’t draw these over the
animal
Start drawing from the edge of the
page, stopping when the pencil
touches the animal
Remember, the lines don’t need to
stretch from the top of the page to
the bottom. Try starting and
stopping at different ‘across’ lines
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5. Now we get to draw OVER

the animal!
• Draw a curved line across the
upper part of the animal,
making sure you start and end
your pencil in a corner you’ve
drawn
• Do the same, this time on the
lower part of the animal
• One more curved line, this
time make sure it goes over
one side of the animal

6. Stop drawing over the animal!
Add some small circles,
these can overlap lines, fit
inside rectangles or even
inside circles you already
drew
• Add some small curves
from the edge of the page
to the edge of your animal
• If there are any large spaces
you think look plain, draw
some leaf shaped curves
inside the rectangles
Take a close look at the
example for some inspiration
here. It really is simple to do.
•
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7.

Decorating! Again, you can look
at the example here for inspiration
on this step but it is completely up
to you what you do
• Try to avoid decorating your
animal too much, focus on the
background
• Take a blank space and fill it
with a pattern
• Triangles, diamonds, curvy lines,
shapes inside shapes, diagonal
lines, whatever you like!

Notice on your print out we have already added a
Walters style eye to your animal.

8. The last step is to add lots of colour
•

•
•

Where a line cuts through a shape,
change the colour! See how the arms
of the animal in the example are lots
of different colours. This helps
recreate the Walters style.
Here, we used bright and warm
colours on the background and cool,
dark colours on the animal
We used black in a few random
shapes but not much!
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